We describe a spin wave traveling through a 180 Bloch-domain wall. The resulting linearized Bloch equations have the same form as for a spin wave propagating past a negative effective field well. The field varies slowly relative to the wavelength of the considered spin waves. A Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) approximation is used to estimate the phase shift and is compared to known exact results.
W
HAT happens to a spin wave traveling through a magnetic-domain wall? This is an interesting problem for the following reason. A domain wall, mathematically represented as a topological soliton, is a reflectionless potential for propagating spin waves [1] , [2] . This means that a spin wave will not be reflected by a magnetic-domain wall, and instead it will be completely transmitted, however, with a shift in phase.
This problem is also interesting from the point of application. In recent literature [3] , the authors show by numerical micromagnetic simulations that a spin wave can obtain a phase shift by traveling through a domain wall. Furthermore, they propose a spin-wave interferometer controlled by that effect. In general, domain walls allow us to manipulate the phase of a spin wave and thus to construct a logic NOT gate.
The phase shift for a spin wave traveling through a domain wall with an idealized structure can be estimated in the following way. First, analytic solutions for a domain wall profile can be obtained readily for one-dimensional geometries. Second, assuming a 180 domain wall, torque equations can be constructed for spin-wave excitations traveling along the wall. Whereas exact solutions for traveling and bound states can be obtained for this geometry [4] , a Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) approximation allows for a physically intuitive estimate of the phase shift acquired by the spin wave upon traversing the wall, as shown below. The method can be applied to cases that do not allow for simple analytic solutions for the domain wall profile, such as a wall pinned by a defect. In this paper, the severity of the approximation is examined by calculating the approximate phase shift using WKB for a case in which the phase shift can be also solved exactly.
II. RESULTS
A Bloch wall structure is considered with the wall normal along the direction as displayed in Fig. 1 of the exchange energy, and is the anisotropy constant of the uniaxial anisotropy. A sketch of the wall showing the components of the magnetization and a definition of the coordinates are shown in Fig. 1 . Two coordinate systems are defined: a sample reference frame and a local rotated frame . The wall normal is along the film axis and is common to both frames. The angle of the local static magnetization is measured from the axis and varies with position such that is always parallel to the axis. This definition of a local rotation frame is useful for constructing linearized equations of motion for spin excitations above the ground state of the domain wall. The rotation itself is defined by the transformation matrix from into with given by
Equations of motion describing small amplitude excitations above the domain wall ground state are written in terms of dynamic transverse magnetization components in the local rotation frame given by the complex quantities and under the assumption that the magnitudes are small compared with the saturation magnetization . Damping is not considered, 0018-9464/$20.00 © 2005 IEEE so the torque equations take the Bloch form in the coordinates (2) where is the gyromagnetic ratio. The time dependences of the rotated frame magnetizations are given explicitly as
The effective field is assumed to consist of exchange and anisotropy only:
. In the rotated frame, the exchange field can be written as (4) The anisotropy field can be expressed as
The equilibrium condition appears in the torque equations as a vanishing of the static part of the effective field in direction, which leads, for a 180 wall, to the solution [5] . Note that this solution leads to a local field , which is a function of position because of the domain wall and is given by (6)
The resulting linearized Bloch equations of motion can be put into the form (7) (8) where the primes indicate differentiation with respect to . Note that the effective field is always antiparallel to the static magnetization but limited to the domain wall region. This minus sign in (6) will cause that the phase shift of the spin wave is an advance. Furthermore, the form of the effective field depends on the form chosen for the effective field (5) of a uniaxial anisotropy, and we have chosen that formulation as the equations can be simplified significantly in this case.
This potential formed by the effective field is also known as the reflectionless Pöschl-Teller potential [2] . As remarked above, this position-dependent potential has the property of being reflectionless but can still introduce a phase shift of a spin wave traveling through it. Fig. 2 shows the distribution of the static magnetization and the internal field in the wall region. Using , (7) and (8) can be reduced to (9) or (10) We consider in the following spin waves with a wavelength shorter than the domain wall width . This suggests the use of a WKB approximation to estimate the shift in phase of waves traveling through this potential well. In this method, we assume has the form with a position-dependent wave vector , which is determined by the requirement that the frequency given by (9) is independent of position. Far from the field well, the spin-wave wave vector is given by a constant . The momentum of the spin wave will have to increase as it enters the wall in order for the frequency to remain constant. A value for the wave vector at each point in the wall can be found. A contour plot of the wave-vector dependences is given in Fig. 3 . Gray areas indicate regions of propagating spin waves, and white areas indicate spin waves which cannot leave the well.
Solutions for the wave vector for the propagating modes have the form (11) Examples of some possible wave-vector equi-frequency lines are also shown in Fig. 3 by solid lines.
Waves with wave vectors belonging to the gray area travel past the domain wall from to . These spin waves experience a phase shift by propagating through the wall, which can be expressed as (12) and is calculated analytically as (13) where denotes the real part. In the long wave-vector limit , this leads to the asymptotic behavior (14) Equation (10) has an exact solution for propagating waves [2] . The solution is (15) and the phase shift of a spin wave transversing the wall can be calculated as (16) Of the multiple values of the arctan, we choose the one in the interval . Fig. 4 shows the WKB calculated phase shift from (13), the exact phase shift (16), and the approximation (14) as a function of the wave vector of the incoming wave. Note that , and WKB fails here as the wavelength is longer than the domain wall width , and, therefore, the condition for the applicability of WKB is not fulfilled. For wave vectors , WKB provides a very good estimate of the phase shift and . Finally, we would like to point out that our calculations show that a wave packet passing the domain wall will not significantly be deformed, i.e., broadened or sharpened. One can only observe that the wave packet is slightly ahead in time after passing the wall in comparison to a wave packet, which was not traveling through the wall. This is attributed to the fact that the wave vector increases within the domain wall. The delay time can be calculated as (17) with .
III. CONCLUSION
In summary, a method has been presented for estimating the phase shift of a spin wave caused by a domain wall using a Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) approximation. The results compare favorably with exact results obtained for the special case of an ideal wall without external applied or effective pinning fields. The approximation provides good results for most wavelengths but overestimates the phase shift significantly for very slow spin waves with nearly zero wave vector. 
